How can a small law firm compete with legal powerhouses in a fiercely competitive marketplace? Our award-winning Legal Analytics platform defined a new category of legal technology that fundamentally changes how lawyers compete in the business and practice of law. Lex Machina provides litigation insights on courts, judges, lawyers, law firms, and parties, mined from millions of pages of docket entries and documents, enabling lawyers to predict the outcomes that different legal strategies will produce.

These insights are available with just a few mouse clicks, instead of days and weeks of painstaking research. The strategic benefits provided by Lex Machina help level the playing field and are particularly suited to the unique requirements of specialized practitioners.
LEVELING THE PLAYING FIELD

As a specialized law practitioner, you are familiar with the obstacle of having limited resources. It can be overwhelming to be confronted with legal research needs that could take days or weeks. With Lex Machina, you can level the playing field and reduce the knowledge gap between you and the larger firms.

Lex Machina provides you instant, data-driven answers to questions such as: How long will it take to get to trial before this judge?

Our 2021 survey revealed that 61% of legal professionals are using Legal Analytics already. Lex Machina’s customers include more than three quarters of the Am Law 100, as well as major corporations. Chances are that you will be up against data-driven lawyers on your next case.

SAVING TIME

Just like other resources, your time is limited and invaluable. This compounds the pressure when clients are increasingly demanding more for less. As a specialized law practitioner, you face incredible obstacles in practicing efficiently enough to stay competitive against larger firms.

With Lex Machina, you can gain quick data-driven answers to questions such as: How experienced is my opposing counsel in this practice area and before this court?

Though specializing in an area of law inherently results in a depth of knowledge, with Lex Machina, you can quickly and easily expand your knowledge to other areas of law and increase your client base. Our Legal Analytics help you stay flexible, adaptable, and competitive.
DEMONSTRATE EXPERTISE

Conducting detailed legal research to attain proficiency in every legal scenario relevant to your specific practice area is critical to your success. With Lex Machina’s Legal Analytics, you can gain the deep data-driven insights you need to convey an accurate depiction of your client’s case considerations, with maximum efficiency and minimum time and resources spent.

For example, you can get a data-driven answer to questions such as: Is this party going to put up a serious fight or do they prefer to settle?

Our Legal Analytics ensure that you have the most current, accurate portrait of your specific practice area and related areas of law, right at your fingertips.

BREADTH, DEPTH, ACCURACY

Lex Machina is the only Legal Analytics solution that uses natural language processing, machine learning, and technology-assisted human review to deliver comprehensive case resolutions, damages, remedies, findings, and accurate counsel and party data.

Lex Machina offers the most accurate, in-depth Legal Analytics for attorneys, whether they are part of a large law firm, a small practice, or a solo practitioner.

A successful small law practice requires efficiency and accuracy. Lex Machina’s Legal Analytics provides you a shortcut to winning insights into your specific legal area and deep understanding of judges, opposing counsel, parties, and practice areas, all in a few minutes. We can enhance your specialized law practice by giving you a winning edge over your competitors, no matter their expertise or size.

Legal Analytics is currently available for 17 federal practice areas, and the following state courts, with new courts being added at a rapid pace:

California:
- Alameda County
- Los Angeles County
- Orange County
- Riverside County
- Sacramento County
- San Bernardino County
- San Diego County

Delaware:
- Chancery Court

Texas:
- Fort Bend County
- Harris County

New York:
- Bronx County
- Kings County
- New York County
- Queens County
- Richmond County
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